VITIS
DO PENEDÈS
THE WINE
Exultant combination of flowers and fruits that take us to the very
origin of wine: the grape. Seductive blend of varieties that offer a wide
aromatic range, Vitis has an everlasting memory.

THE SECRET LIFE OF PLANTS
“The secret life of plants” is the concept with which we want to convey
our fascination and respect for the mysterious world of plants: living
beings with sophisticated sensitivities, strategies and survival
mechanisms. The new labeling emphasizes the task of vines as
generators, through the substances captured from the soil, water and
sun’s energy, of the aromas and flavors of this wine.

THE VINEYARD
The country estate Can Llopart de Subirats is on average 340 meters
above sea level and stretches out over a hill with uneven slopes .The
estate comprises 500 hectares: 100Ha of vineyards and over 350Ha of
Mediterranean forest. We directly control all our vineyards and we
cultivate the soil bioecologically, according to the parameters of
sustainable cultivation, with the utmost respect for the environment.
The particular geological configuration of our property (uneven
orography with slopes and terraces and limited depth of the soil)
produces grapevines with a great root extension, limited strength and
one of the lowest yields in our grape-producing area.

TASTING NOTE
Pale yellow color, very bright. On the nose we find a rich combination
of white fruits, rose petals, peach, nectarine, passion fruit, orange
blossom, citrus, a hint of almonds and a lingering aniseed end from our
mountain Xarel·lo grape. On the palate it surprises for its vibrant savor,
alive and unctuous, with a persistent aftertaste. Intense and nice,
delicately floral.

ANALYSIS

“Floral youth”

Grape varieties: Xarel·lo (60%), Subirat Parent (30%) and Muscat (10%)
Alcohol content (% vol.): 12,3%
Sugar content (gr/L):<2
Acidity (gr/L ac. tart.): 6.4
Ph: 2,9
Serving temperature: 6ºC
Manual harvest
Organic farming

